Few large-scale studies have been done to characterize the normal human brain white matter growth in the first years of life. We investigated white matter maturation patterns in major fiber pathways in a large cohort of healthy young children from birth to age two using diffusion parameters fractional anisotropy (FA), radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity (RD). Ten fiber pathways, including commissural, association and projection tracts, were examined with tract-based analysis, providing more detailed and continuous spatial developmental patterns compared to conventional ROI based methods. All DTI data sets were transformed to a population specific atlas with a group-wise longitudinal large deformation diffeomorphic registration approach. Diffusion measurements were analyzed along the major fiber tracts obtained in the atlas space. All fiber bundles show increasing FA values and decreasing radial and axial diffusivities during development in the first 2 years of life. The changing rates of the diffusion indices are faster in the first year than the second year for all tracts. RD and FA show larger percentage changes in the first and second years than AD. The gender effects on the diffusion measures are small. Along different spatial locations of fiber tracts, maturation does not always follow the same speed. Temporal and spatial diffusion changes near cortical regions are in general smaller than changes in central regions. Overall developmental patterns revealed in our study confirm the general rules of white matter maturation. This work shows a promising framework to study and analyze white matter maturation in a tract-based fashion. Compared to most previous studies that are ROI-based, our approach has the potential to discover localized development patterns associated with fiber tracts of interest.
Introduction
Human brain white matter maturation is a complex and long lasting process that begins in the fetal period and continues into adulthood. The most significant period of white matter myelination occurs between midgestation and the second postnatal year (Brody et al., 1987; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967) , and accompanies neuronal synaptogenesis and gray and white matter growth (Glantz et al., 2007; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Knickmeyer et al., 2008) . Myelin, the insulating lipid-layers wrapped around axons by oligodendrocytes, is essential for fast impulse propagation. Myelination broadly occurs in two partially overlapping stages in which oligodendroglial proliferation and differentiation is followed by myelin deposition around axons (Knickmeyer et al., 2008) . White matter myelination is associated with the development of cognitive functions during the human life span (Brauer et al., 2011; Klingberg et al., 1999; Nagy et al., 2004) and is increasingly recognized as playing a role in neuronal plasticity as well (Bengtsson et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2010) . Pruning of exuberant axons, including cell death and axonal retraction, continues throughout white matter development as well (Innocenti and Price, 2005; Luo and O'Leary, 2005) . Functional properties such as the compound action potential may also influence the white matter structural development (Drobyshevsky et al., 2005) . Characterization of normal white matter growth in early years of life has great clinical relevance and could provide important clues to understanding neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders, many of which originate from early disturbances during brain structural and functional maturation (Gilmore et al., 2010) .
Previous postmortem studies have shown that CNS myelination follows predictable topographical and chronological sequences with myelination occurring in the proximal pathways before distal pathways, in sensory pathways before motor pathways, in projection pathways before association pathways, in central sites before poles, and in occipital poles before frontotemporal poles (Brody et al., 1987; Flechsig, 1920; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967) . The rapidly emerging field of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has made it possible to study white matter maturation in vivo. Conventional structural MRI with T1-and T2-weighted signal intensities reveal similar general spatial and temporal maturation sequences as postmortem observations (Barkovich et al., 1988; Bird et al., 1989; Paus et al., 2001) . However these studies rely on signal contrast to infer changes in brain structure or biochemistry, which may not be specific to white matter development (Deoni et al., 2011) .
Diffusion tensor MR imaging (DTI) provides substantial insights into white matter pathways in the living brain by measuring water diffusion properties in brain tissue (Basser et al., 1994; Le Bihan et al., 2001) . Diffusion anisotropy, such as fractional anisotropy (FA), and apparent diffusion coefficients, such as mean (MD), axial (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD), are common diffusion measurements to characterize fiber structural features. These measurements are possible indicators of axonal organization and degree of myelination (Beaulieu, 2002; Hüppi et al., 1998; Neil et al., 1998; Neil et al., 2002; Song et al., 2002) . Evidence from in-vivo and in-vitro studies suggests that anisotropic water diffusion in neural fibers is related to the dense packing of axons and their membranes that hinder water diffusion perpendicular to the long axis of the fibers relative to the parallel direction, whereas myelin may modulate the degree of anisotropy in a given fiber tract (Beaulieu, 2002) . Animal studies have shown RD to be better representative of histologic changes in demyelination and dysmyelination models (Budde et al., 2007; Harsan et al., 2006; Song et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2009 ). An animal study in rabbits reported that postnatal maturation of the compound action potential (CAP) had a developmental pattern similar to FA, and developmental expansion of immature oligodendrocytes may contribute to structural and functional maturation of white matter fiber tracts before myelination (Drobyshevsky et al., 2005; Wimberger et al., 1995) . Diffusion parameters have been shown to provide relevant information reflective of white matter maturation (Hüppi et al., 1998; Lobel et al., 2009; Neil et al., 2002) . DTI together with fiber tractography (Conturo et al., 1999; Mori and van Zijl, 2002) has been used in many recent white matter development studies, mainly in childhood and adolescence (Asato et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2008; Lebel et al., 2008; Schmithorst et al., 2002; Snook et al., 2005; Verhoeven et al., 2010) . Results show that white matter maturation continues into young adults with increasing FA and decreasing RD.
Although the general pattern of adult myelination is present by the end of the second year and myelination continues at a slower rate into adulthood (Hermoye et al., 2006; Hüppi et al., 1998; Mukherjee et al., 2002; Sampaio and Truwit, 2001; Schneider et al., 2004) , few in-vivo large scale studies have been done to characterize the normal axonal growth in early years, especially the first 2 years of life. Studies of premature infants with a small number of healthy neonates for comparison found dramatic myelination and significant gray and white matter volume increases in the peri-and neo-neonatal periods (Haynes et al., 2005; Hüppi et al., 1998; Partridge et al., 2004; Peterson, 2003) . Gilmore et al. (2007) showed that maturation of corpus callosum and corticospinal white matter proceeds rapidly in neonatal brains after birth. A study of early white matter maturation focused on one-to-four-month old healthy infants (Dubois et al., 2006 (Dubois et al., , 2008 and revealed that diffusion indices are correlated with age for most but not all fiber tracts. This study classified fiber bundles to different maturation stages where anterior limb internal capsule (ALIC) and cingulum mature slowest, followed by optic radiations, inferior longitudinal and arcuate fascicles, then by spino-thalamic tract and fornix, and the cortico-spinal tract mature fastest. A ROI-based study with three-week to two-year-old infants (Gao et al., 2009a) found consistent spatiotemporal development of white matter with increase in FA and decrease in AD and RD, moreover, the second year change of diffusion indices are more subtle compared to the first year change.
Three main processes are thought to crucially influence diffusion measurement changes during development (Dubois et al., 2006 (Dubois et al., , 2008 : 1) fiber organization in fascicles, which would lead to decreased RD and increased AD, and therefore increased FA but relatively unchanged mean diffusivity; 2) the proliferation of glial cell bodies and intracellular compartments (cytoskeleton, etc.), associated with a decrease in RD and AD and unchanged FA; 3) axonal myelin synthesis that would correspond to decreased RD and unchanged AD and therefore increased FA. Since the membrane proliferation and myelin synthesis are two partially overlapped stages and the age interval in our study is about 1 year that may not distinguish cell proliferation and myelin synthesis, we regarded the two developmental processes as one: myelination with decreased RD and AD and increased FA, where the RD change has a larger degree compared to changes in AD and FA. The two maturation processes, fiber organization and axonal myelination, are considered in this current work. We expect that FA would increase and RD would decrease given myelination and organization, and AD would also decrease even the two processes might cause inconsistent changes in AD (Gao et al., 2009a) .
The aim of our work was to investigate the white matter developmental pattern as indicated in the diffusion parameters FA, RD, and AD in the major fiber pathways of healthy young children using quantitative tractography. Previous white matter maturation studies in infants less than age two are limited by small sample size, and only examine overall diffusion measurements or measurements on several discrete sites along fiber pathways. In the current work, we collected 295 DTI scans from a large cohort of 211 healthy pediatric subjects after birth, and at ages 1 and 2 years. Ten major white matter pathways including 21 fiber tracts were identified on a population specific DTI atlas built by unbiased group-wise registration (Goodlett et al., 2006 (Goodlett et al., , 2009 . These major fiber bundles could be tracked more reliably than other tracts with complex structures, such as brain stem and cerebellar tracts due to limitations of infant brain data acquisition. Diffusion indices of FA, radial and axial diffusivities were calculated and statistical analyses were performed along tracts (Corouge et al., 2006; Goodlett et al., 2009) . Tract specific spatiotemporal white matter maturation patterns were assessed.
Materials and methods

Subjects
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Carolina (UNC) School of Medicine. Children analyzed in this work are controls in an ongoing longitudinal study of prenatal and neonatal brain development in children at high risk for neurodevelopmental disorders. Subjects were recruited during the second trimester of pregnancy from the outpatient obstetrics and gynecology clinics at UNC hospitals. Exclusion criteria were the presence of abnormalities on fetal ultrasound or major medical or psychotic illness in the mother. Children who had successful DTI scans were included in this study. Additional exclusion criteria for this analysis included spending> 24 h in the neonatal intensive care unit after birth, history of major medical illness, and major abnormality on MRI. After applying the above exclusion criteria, 295 high quality scans are available for 211 children including 163 neonates (2-4 weeks of age), 77 1 year olds, and 55 2 year olds. Demographic information and distribution of scan availability are found in Tables 1 and 2 .
Image acquisition and DTI preprocessing
All imaging was performed on a head-only 3 T scanner (Allegra, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). All subjects were scanned without sedation. Before neonates were imaged, they were fed, swaddled and fitted with ear protection. Children at 1 and 2 years were mildly sleep deprived (i.e., parents were asked to wake the child 1 h early that day and to skip a nap) before the scan; once asleep they were fitted with earplugs or earphones and placed in the MRI scanner with the head in a vacuum-fixation device. Neonatal scans were performed with a neonatal nurse present, and a pulse oximeter to monitor heart rate and oxygen saturation. For older children, a member of the research team remained in the scanner room to monitor the child throughout the scan.
A single shot echo-planar spin echo diffusion tensor imaging sequence was used with the following variables: TR =5200 ms, TE =73 ms, slice thickness=2 mm, in-plane resolution =2 ×2 mm 2 , and 45 slices. One image without diffusion gradients (b=0) and diffusion-weighted images (DWIs) along 6 gradient directions with a b value of 1000 mm 2 /s were acquired. The sequence was repeated 5 separate times to improve signal-to-noise ratio. The acquisition protocol was set from the beginning of our longitudinal study and the parameters were kept the same throughout the study for all subjects with the age range from neonate to 6 years old. Diffusion images were screened offline for motion artifacts, missing and corrupted sections by using an automatic DWI analysis quality control tool DTIPrep (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/ dtiprep/). The five repeated sequences were combined into a single DWI volume after correction for motion and removal of outliers and FA and diffusivity maps were then estimated using standard weighted least square fitting (Liu et al., 2010) .
DTI atlas mapping and tractography
The fiber tract analyses were employed in a population specific DTI atlas space, which requires image registration and atlas construction. Unbiased atlas building ) with large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) registration was used after a linear registration (Goodlett et al., 2009) . In this longitudinal study, the high variability and large growth of the human brain in the first year makes it difficult to compute a joint atlas of neonates, 1 year and 2 year old subjects in one procedure, without over fitting and blurring at the non-linear registration stage. Consistent with previous findings, there was major brain volume growth and shape change in the first year and much less change in the second year (Datar et al., 2009; Knickmeyer et al., 2008) . As a solution, we applied a two-step procedure for mapping all image data for all time points to a common coordinate space.
We first computed a neonate FA atlas A neo along with the correspondence mappings (ϕ k,neo ) by applying the atlas building procedure to neonatal FA images . Similarly, with a combined FA atlas of 1 year and 2 year subjects, A 12 was computed with invertible mappings ϕ k,12 . Subsequently, the neonate atlas A neo was registered to the atlas A 12 using an invertible transformation ϕ Aneo_to_A12 . Every 1 year or 2 year subject k is linked to the common atlas space of A 12 by applying its transformation ϕ k,12 . For a neonate subject, the final transformation is a cascaded combination of the transformation to the neonate atlas space ϕ k,neo , followed by the transformation from the neonate to the 1 year-2 year atlas ϕ Aneo_to_A12 , resulting in the respective individual diffeomorphic transformations to the original tensor maps. The composition of the two transforms (ϕ k,neo ∘ ϕ Aneo_to_A12 ) is such that it preserves diffeomorphism. The final tensor atlas is created by applying the respective individual diffeomorphic transformations to the original tensor maps, reorientation of tensors with preserve principal direction (PPD) approach (Sampaio and Truwit, 2001) , and interpolation and group averaging using the Riemannian metric framework (Arsigny et al., 2006; Fletcher et al., 2004) .
The fiber tractography is done on the DTI atlas. We applied the freely available 'FiberTracking' software (http://www.ia.unc.edu/dev), which relies on a deterministic tractography algorithm originally presented and refined by Fillard et al. (2003) . The tractography algorithm uses a streamline integration method based on fourth order Runge-Kutta integration of the principal Eigen-vector field to define streamline paths through the tensor volume. We start with defining volumetric regions of interests (ROIs) manually (see Appendix A Table 1) in the atlas space to initialize the tractography algorithm using source to target definition strategies as presented in Catani et al. (2002) and Mori and van Zijl (2002) . The resulting sets of streamlines are stored as list of polylines, which carry the full tensor information at each location. Ten major white matter pathways were constructed and analyzed on the DTI atlas including 21 fiber tracts in total: commissural bundles of genu, body and splenium of corpus callosum (CC); projection fiber tracts of bilateral ALIC, PLIC, motor and sensory tracts; association tracts of bilateral uncinate fasciculus tracts, inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), and arcuate fasciculus tracts with three sub-tracts in each hemisphere: arcuate-superior, arcuate-inferior-temporal, and arcuatesuperior-temporal tracts. Similar to the work in Dubois et al. (2009) , we did not get continuous arcuate tracts between frontal and temporal lobes, mainly due to the particularly low maturation, insufficient diffusion anisotropy and limitations of the infant DTI acquisition. Comparisons between atlas-based tracts and tracts computed from individual subjects have been done in a recent work of our coauthors (Gouttard et al., 2012) . 90% fiber points of five examined atlas-based tracts have average distances around 2 mm to fibers tracked in individual spaces.
Assembling tract-based diffusion properties
For each tract defined in atlas space, the tract geometry is transformed back to individual subjects using the inverse of the diffeomorphic transformations, (ϕ k,12 ) − 1 and (ϕ k,neo ∘ ϕ Aneo_to_A12 ) − 1 respectively.
Each point as part of a fiber tract bundle in atlas space gets therefore mapped to corresponding locations in images of individual subjects. The diffusion information from each subject is collected at each sample point along tracks via trilinear interpolation. In other words, we obtain a back-mapped fiber tract for each subject, thereby keeping a consistent atlas tract geometry across subjects while replacing the diffusion information with values mapped from each subject (Goodlett et al., 2009 ). We therefore avoid any resampling or nonlinear alignment of tract geometries, which would be necessary when comparing individual tractography results. By collecting diffusion measures for each subject in the parameterized space of the atlas tract for each subject, we obtain a congregation of functions of diffusion along tracts (see Fig. 1 ), which represent the statistical variability of the population (Corouge et al., 2006) . This representation is input to subsequent tract-based statistical analysis using methodologies described in the following. Fig. 2 shows the sagittal and coronal views of the 21 fiber bundles. The genu CC is the anterior part CC with tracts ending in prefrontal cortex. The body CC is defined in the central body CC with bundles connecting bilateral motor/sensory cortices. The splenium CC is the posterior CC with tracts ending in occipital cortex. The PLIC tracts start from cerebral peduncle, passing through posterior internal capsule (IC), centrum semiovale, and ends in motor sensory cortex. The ALIC tracts start from cerebral peduncle, passing through anterior IC, and ends in prefrontal cortex. The motor and sensory tracts are part of PLIC including tracts connecting cerebral peduncle and motor and sensory cortex respectively. The arcuate tract includes three sub-tracts: arcuate-superior tract connecting from the rostral inferior parietal lobe to the lateral ventral part of the frontal cortex, comparable with the superior longitudinal fasciculus subcomponent III in Schmahmann and Pandya (2007) , and also comparable with the anterior indirect segment of the arcuate fasciculus in Catani et al. (2005) ; arcuate-inferior-temporal tract linking the middle and inferior temporal lobe and rising up towards the temporo-parietal junction and then towards the frontal region; arcuate-superiortemporal tract running from the superior temporal lobe rises upwards to turn towards the frontal lobe. The uncinate fasciculus links the frontal and temporal lobes. The ILF tract runs along the boundary of inferior and posterior cornua of the lateral ventricles.
Statistical analysis
Tract-based analyses were performed using the functional regression model to analyze developmental patterns (Green and Silverman, 1994; Ramsay and Silverman, 2002) . Diffusion properties along a fiber tract were smoothed using polynomial splines with roughness penalty. A functional mixed-model regression was used to fit the diffusion property with age and gender (Guo, 2002) . The covariate effects and the covariance are functions of location of the specific tract. We used L2-norm-based global test statistic to test for the significance of the age and gender effects on DTI functions and derived its asymptotic p-values (Zhang and Chen, 2007) . The test was done repeatedly for each fiber tract and each diffusion property (FA, RD and AD). Major age and gender effects in the first 2 years, age effect in the first year, age effect in the second year, and the difference between first year change and second year change were tested based on the model.
Results
Summary statistics of the diffusion indices along fiber tracts Fig. 3 shows the scatter plots of average FA, RD and AD of each fiber tract vs. the postnatal age in weeks, and the overall mean diffusion indices within each age group of seven representative tracts. It is clear that FA increases with age and RD and AD decrease with age and that the changes in the first year are larger than the second year. Table 3 shows the average and standard deviation of FA, RD and AD over each fiber tract of each age group, and the average percentage changes of diffusion indices in the first year vs. neonate and the changes in the second year vs. the first. Among all fiber tracts, FA increases 9% to 44% in the first year of life and more than half of the tracts show an increase larger than 25%. FA increases 5-9% in the second year. In the first year RD decreases 14% to 40%, and about two thirds of the tracts show changes more than 25%. RD decreases 4-12% in the second year. AD decreases 7% to 24% in the first year and 0-6% in the second year. These results indicate that RD and FA have more prominent changes in the first 2 years compared to AD.
Paired t-tests of average diffusion parameters over each tract were exhaustively performed between every pair of two tracts in each age group to evaluate diffusion properties between tracts and tract asymmetries. In total, the test was repeated 3 (parameters) × 21 × 20 (tract pairs) × 3 (age groups) = 3780 times. Results of paired t-test of the average diffusion parameters show that most of the pairs, especially pairs from different types of tracts (e.g., an association tract and a projection tract) show significantly different FA, RD and AD values with p b 0.00013 (corrected for multiple comparisons). The relative relations of diffusion properties between tracts concluded from the statistical analysis and Table 3 are described in the following paragraphs.
In the neonate, the splenium of the CC has the highest FA, the genu of the CC has the highest RD, and the genu and splenium have the highest AD; projection tracts show smaller RD than all other tracts. Among the callosal tracts, splenium has larger FA followed by genu and then by the body of the CC; the body of the CC has smaller AD than genu and splenium; and genu has a larger RD than body and splenium. Results indicate that callosal tracts have more organized axonal structures or a lower myelination degree in neonates, with the splenium and genu more organized than body CC, and the genu less matured compared to body and splenium. In association tracts, ILF shows larger AD values but smaller RD values suggesting that ILF might have more organized white matter structure compared to other association tracts.
In the one-year-old, the genu and splenium of the CC have the largest FA and AD; association tracts show larger RD than CC (except body CC) and projection tracts, and they (except ILF) have smaller FA than all other tracts; projection tracts continuously have smaller RD than all other tracts except the splenium CC. Among callosal tracts, the body of the CC shows smaller FA and AD and larger RD compared to the genu and splenium. Among association tracts, IFL shows higher AD values than others.
In year two, CC bundles continue to exhibit higher FA and AD than other tracts and reach similar RD values as projection tracts; association tracts show similar patterns as in the first year with larger RD and smaller FA than other tracts. Overall results indicate that association fibers are less mature than others at age two, suggesting that maturation is a prolonged process. It is interesting to note that the relative relationship of a tract's FA and AD values are consistent at each age, for example the genu has the highest FA values at each age, while the left arcuate-inferiortemporal tract has the lowest. Similarly, the splenium has the highest AD value at each age, while the left arcuate-inferior-temporal tract is among the lowest at each age. This is not the case for RD, for which the tracts have a much more varied relationship at each age. These observations indicate that the organization of fiber tracts keep similar patterns in the first 2 years of life whereas the relative axonal myelination degrees of fiber bundles vary with age. For example, the callosal bundles have the least degree of myelination in terms of the largest RD at neonate, but develop in the first year and show similar RD values as projection tracts in the first and second year.
In the first year, the genu of the CC has the largest FA change, sensory and the right arcuate-inferior-temporal tracts have the smallest FA changes; callosal bundles show the largest RD changes and sensory tracts show the smallest RD changes among all tracts. In the second year, callosal FA changes are similar to other tracts and genu CC has the largest RD change (11.5%) among all tracts but the change is much less as compared to the first year (39.4%). These observations suggest that callosal fibers experience faster maturation rates than other fibers in the first year, and the genu CC continues to have a faster maturation rate than others in the second year even as it is dramatically reduced as compared to the first year.
Significant level was set by p b 0.006 to determine the asymmetry of bilateral tracts for the correction of multiple comparisons (three age groups, three parameters and nine pairs of bilateral tracts). All tracts show significant FA asymmetry in neonates, 1 year and 2 years old. Most tracts show significant RD asymmetry in three age groups, except for the arcuate superior-temporal tract in neonates and age two and for the uncinate fasciculus in neonates. Most tracts show significant AD asymmetry in three age groups, except for the arcuate superiortemporal tract in neonates, motor and uncinate fasciculus in age one and two. Though the initial FA values at neonates of left arcuate subcomponent tracts show either lower or higher values than the right, the FA changes of left arcuate tracts in the first year are consistently higher than the right. Left arcuate-inferior-temporal tract has larger RD change than right even the left one shows higher neonatal RD values than the right. Fig. 4 plots diffusion profiles along 12 representative fiber tracts (three callosal tracts and all other tracts on the left hemisphere) at each age group. Qualitative inspection of FA, RD and AD along fiber tracts reveals developmental patterns that are consistent with general topographical rules of white matter maturation (Kinney et al., 1988; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967) . For example, callosal tracts show higher FA and AD values in central regions compared to peripheral regions (see the plots of the genu, body and splenium CC in Figs. 4(a) and (c)). Genu and splenium of CC tracts have a slightly lower RD close to mid-sagittal brain (see the plots of the genu and splenium CC in Fig. 4(b) ), indicating that variations of FA and AD along the tract might be mainly caused by a different organization, i.e., axons in the mid-sagittal region are more organized than in cortical regions. For all three time points, PLIC tracts have larger FA values and smaller RD values (see the plots of PLIC in Figs. 4(a) and (b) ) in posterior IC, corresponding to locations closer to the max x-axis in the profile, than cortex, locations closer to the origin of the x-axis. A similar pattern exists for ALIC tracts. Motor and sensory tracts show larger FA and smaller RD values in the regions close to cerebral peduncle, corresponding to locations closer to the max x-axis, than in distal cortical regions, closer to the origin of the x-axis. The temporal portion of uncinate fasciculus, closer to the max x-axis, has larger FA values compared to the frontal portion, closer to the origin of the x-axis. The occipital portion of the IFL, closer to the max x-axis, shows larger FA values and slightly lower RD values as compared to the temporal portion, closer to the origin of the x-axis.
Qualitative topography of diffusion parameters
We also observed that RD and AD followed more uniform distributions along all tract profiles at each age group compared to the anisotropy index FA, indicating that directional diffusivity measures are less sensitive to tract location or organization compared to the anisotropy measure. Directional diffusivities along association tracts (including bilateral arcuate fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus) have almost uniform distributions.
Age related effects
Tract-based mixed model functional analysis indicates that there are major age effects of all three diffusion indices for all fiber tracts in the first and second year. FA increases whereas both RD and AD decrease with age in the first 2 years. For each tract, the diffusion changes, including FA increases and RD and AD decreases, in the first year are significantly larger than in the second year. After correcting for multiple comparisons (21 tracts in total, and three measures for each tract), there are significant age effects of all diffusion indices for all fiber tracts in the first year. All tracts have major age effects of FA in the second year as well. Most tracts show significant RD changes in the second year except for left PLIC and left sensory tracts. There are fewer observations in AD. Most callosum and association tracts have significant AD changes in the second year except bilateral arcuatesuperior-temporal tracts and body CC. Among projection tracts, only right ALIC and right motor tracts show significant AD changes in the second year. Above results indicate that the PLIC and sensory tracts have shorter maturation intervals than other tracts, whereas the right ALIC tract (especially regions in prefrontal cortex) tends to continue developing in the second year. Together with results on whole tract averages (see Table 3 ), which show that motor tracts have larger RD changing rate compared to sensory tracts in the first year (23.6%/26.8% vs 19.5%/18.8%), evidence indicates that motor tracts may have delayed maturation compared to sensory tracts.
There are regional differences in both maturation degree and speed along a fiber bundle. Most regions on a tract have significant diffusion changes with the amount varying along the tract in the first year. Several local regions do not show significant changes in the second year. For callosal bundles, the first year FA change is larger in the central regions compared to the peripheral portions. The tract edges, regions close to the cortex, of most association tracts do not have increased FA, or the increased values are less compared to the middle parts of the tracts. These patterns are consistent with the general rule that central brain regions tend to mature faster than peripheral regions. For all projection tracts, portions close to the cerebral peduncle show smaller (compared to central regions, i.e., posterior IC region) or do not show significant RD and AD changes, indicating a higher maturation degree at birth in regions near the brain stem compared to distal regions.
Gender effects
We found that gender effect only exists on several right fiber tracts, and none of the left tracts show gender effect during the first 2 years. The right sensory tract shows a gender effect (p = 0.0425) on FA (male b female). The right arcuate-superior (male > female), right motor tracts (male > female) and right uncinate fasciculus (male b female) have gender effects on AD with p values of 0.028, 0.0114 and 0.0231 respectively.
Discussion
We have conducted the largest study of early white matter development to date in 211 healthy young children from birth to age two. Ten fiber pathways including commissure, association and projection tracts (21 tracts in total) were examined with tract-based analysis, which provided more detailed and continuous spatial developmental patterns compared to conventional ROI based methods. All fiber tracts show increasing FA (16.1-55.0%) and decreasing RD (24.4-46.4%) and AD (13.3-28.2%) in the first 2 years of life, and FA and RD have larger changes than AD. The changing rates of the diffusion indices are faster in the first year than the second year for all tracts. Callosal tracts have a lower myelination degree and more organized axonal structures than other tracts in neonates, and exhibit larger RD changes in the first year. Projection tracts including motor and sensory tracts achieve a higher maturation degree at birth and develop more slowly than other tracts. Association tracts continuously have a lower maturation degree in the first 2 years. Tract-based analysis revealed different local developmental patterns of each fiber bundle. For example, callosal bundles show larger FA changing rates in central regions than peripheral regions. Motor and sensory tracts show larger FA and RD changing rates in sites close to cortical regions compared to sites close to cerebral peduncle. The gender effects on the diffusion measures are small.
In general CC tracts show a lower myelination degree at birth and develop more rapidly than other tracts in the first year. The splenium of the CC is one of the tracts that have the largest FA and smallest RD in the first year, and maintains this high level of maturation degree in the second year. This pattern continues at least until late adolescence Fig. 4 . Tract-based FA, RD and AD profiles of 12 representative tracts and age and gender effects on the diffusion measures. Solid lines are predicted values of the observed data. Note: in each plot, p 1 is the p value of age effect in the first year, p 2 is the p vale of age effect in the second year, p 12 is the p value of the difference between the first year change and second year change, and p G is the p value of gender effect. The p values of main age effect in the first 2 years are 0 s for all tracts. (Lobel et al., 2009) . The genu of the CC has relative small RD until the second years of life. The rapid maturation of splenium CC compared to the genu CC is consistent with the functional developmental order: the presence of visual function requiring inter-hemispheric communication in occipital/visual cortex is prior to higher order functions in prefrontal regions. Motor and sensory tracts have maturational trajectories different from CC and association tracts involved with higher-order functions. PLIC, sensory and motor tracts achieve a higher maturation degree at birth and follow a slower growing rate compared to all others. Association bundles including arcuate, uncinate fasciculus and ILF tracts show a lower maturation degree at birth, but relatively faster maturation rates (larger RD changes) in the first year compared to motor and sensory tracts. Arcuate tracts are related with language function (Duffau et al., 2002; Rilling et al., 2008) . ILF tracts connect occipital and temporal lobes and have been considered to be involved with language semantics (Agosta et al., 2010; Duffau et al., 2005; Mandonnet et al., 2007) and verbal memory (Shinoura et al., 2011) . Uncinate fasciculus tracts connect temporal and frontal lobes, which are considered to be commonly implicated in emotional and behavioral regulation Nakamura et al., 2005) .
Above evidence confirms that white matter myelination is associated with the development of cognitive functions during the human life span (Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967) . It has been proposed that a tract is not completely functional until it is myelinated, and that myelination represents the anatomic correlate of neurophysiological maturation (Richardson, 1982) . Our results show that motor tracts have larger rate of RD change compared to sensory tracts in the first year, suggesting that motor tracts develop later than sensory, which is consistent with the functional maturation order. Along ALIC tracts, the frontal portions have smaller FA and larger RD values, indicating a lower maturation degree than mid-brain and occipital regions in the first 2 years. A recent functional connectivity study (Gao et al., 2009b) revealed that the frontal components in the "default mode network" show similar distribution to adults until age two whereas the posterior components are close to adult pattern at neonate. Both structural connectivity and resting-state functional connectivity indicate a prolonged maturation of the frontal regions compared to other brain regions.
Our results of age dependent of increasing FA and decreasing diffusivities in the first 2 years of life are consistent with previous literature (Gao et al., 2009a; Lobel et al., 2009; Neil et al., 1998) . Our study provides more detailed anatomical localization with tract-based analysis compared to existing studies whose results were obtained from selected local sites in white matter. Although all 21 major fiber bundles studied in this work show significant age effect of the three diffusion indices, the maturation degree reflected by diffusion indices varies along the same tract. Most regions on a tract have significant diffusion property changes with the amount varying along the tract (in general larger in the central regions) in the first year. Many local regions along tracts do not show changes in the second year.
The diffusion property changes are significantly greater in the first year compared to the second. Although FA of projection tracts show significant increases in the second year, only right ALIC and right motor tracts show significant changes in AD in the second year after correction for multiple comparisons. These results suggest that either the fiber organization is becoming relatively more prominent and the AD decrease caused by myelination is being canceled out by the AD increase due to fiber organization, or that myelination in the left projection fibers slows down-probably does not stop in the second year. While sensory tracts do not have significant RD and AD changes (after multiple comparison correction) in the second year, motor tracts do, indicating that sensory tracts have a shorter maturation interval than motor tracts.
Additionally, we found that maturation related changes of FA and RD are greater than AD. RD has been considered to be more representative with histologic changes in demyelination (Budde et al., 2007; Harsan et al., 2006; Song et al., 2003) . For myelination, one of the overlapped processes membrane proliferation may cause decreased RD and AD, but relatively unchanged FA, and myelination synthesis may induce decreased RD and unchanged AD and increased FA. Therefore myelination combining the two processes may lead to greater RD decreases compared to AD, and greater RD changes than FA changes. However we found similar percentage changes of FA and RD in the first 2 years. We thus speculate that organization in fascicles contributes to the observed development of diffusion properties, which may cause decreased RD, increased AD and greater increased FA. The AD increase was not revealed suggesting that axonal myelination is a dominant process in white matter maturation in the examined age group. Biological basis of diffusion measures and their changes is not quite clear. Maturational decrease of brain water content also parallels with the decay of radial and axial diffusivities. However the amount of water loss is less than the drop of diffusivity measures . Therefore the large observed decrease of RD and AD reflects more than just tissue water loss.
We found small gender effects in several right fiber tracts: males show smaller FA in the right sensory tract, larger AD in right arcuatesuperior and motor tracts, and smaller AD in right uncinate fasciculus. This is the first report of gender effect on white matter at early age of life. Gender differences in white matter may be modulated by myelination in early life. Non-myelination related development, such as neurochemical maturation, hormone changes and synapse formation during childhood and adolescence might be another potential contribution of gender effects in white matter, which cannot be detected in early childhood.
Tracts show asymmetric diffusion properties at each age group and the developmental pattern is also asymmetric. Arcuate fasciculus tracts show asymmetric growth patterns, where left tracts show larger FA changes compared to the right, and left arcuate-superior tract has >20% larger FA values than the right in the first year. Studies in infant brain reported higher FA in the left parietal segment of the arcuate fasciculus (Dubois et al., 2009) , while other studies have demonstrated a rightward asymmetry of cortical and subcortical structures in utero brain development (Kasprian et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2005) . Studies in adults have shown leftward volume, fiber density and FA asymmetry of the arcuate fasciculus (Nucifora et al., 2005; Takao et al., 2010; Vernooij et al., 2007) . Our findings of leftward development of arcuate fasciculus suggest that the lateralized brain function, language processing (Dirks, 1964) , might appear in the first 2 years of life. FA of left PLIC is 10-28% larger than right in the first 2 years though left PLIC shows less FA change in the right. The localized asymmetry in PLIC favoring left over right has been reported by a study with 42 normal subjects aged 0 to 18 (Verhoeven et al., 2010) .
We have observed locally reduced FA values surrounding the central body CC, which may be explained by the limitation of tensor models. The body CC includes crossing fiber tracts extending to both medial motor/sensory and lateral cortical regions. FA extracted from single tensor models in fiber crossing regions may under-estimate the diffusion anisotropy. The higher average RD in body CC compared to genu CC may also be explained by the limitation of tensor models in crossing fiber regions. Multi-tensor models and high angular diffusion imaging techniques would overcome this limitation. Some limitations of DTI acquisition, such as a low number of diffusion gradient directions, a relatively high b-value for infants, and motion artifacts by non-sedated infants, may hinder the discovery of more subtle white matter developmental changes. The diffusion parameters may not be completely independent from each other. For example, FA is dependent on tensor eigenvalues, therefore RD and AD. A multivariate statistical model is a direction to go to in future studies.
Data investigated in this study are not purely longitudinal. Intersubject variation may not be completely taken cared of even after image registration, and therefore might affect the detected developmental patterns. A methodological limitation in this study is the construction of a longitudinal DTI atlas. The two-step building of a DTI atlas covering the age range from neonates to 2 years into one common coordinate system might yield some limitations on the precision of fiber tract localizations. Active new methodology developments in atlas mapping will demonstrate how to overcome the large geometric variability across subjects and over time in large-scale studies given limited image quality as available.
Our analysis depends on diffusion profiles extracted from atlasbased tracts, providing more spatial specific information of fiber bundles compared to other approaches such as TBSS (Smith et al., 2006) . Our functional statistical analysis requires the sample points along the diffusion profiles to represent consistent spatial locations across individuals. Therefore the sample points warped back to individual space would not be evenly distributed any more, which may produce a different performance compared to other approaches that evenly sample the profiles in individual spaces.
In summary, we detected rapid maturation of ten major white matter pathways in the first 2 years of life with a novel tract-based functional analysis of DTI data. This work shows a promising framework to study and analyze white matter maturation in a tract-based fashion. Overall developmental patterns revealed in our study are consistent with general rules of temporospatial white matter maturation. All tracts show significantly increasing FA and decreasing RD and AD in the first 2 years of life, and the changing rates of the diffusion indices are significantly faster in the first year than the second year. The first 2 years of life show a rapid white matter development that is very likely related to rapid gray matter growth and functional maturation, indicating a critical neuronal developmental period of life.
Table A1
Descriptions of manually defined regions of interest along with snapshots.
Body of Corpus Callosum (CC), Genu of CC, Splenium of CC CC : The source ROI is defined in the central body of the corpus callosum as seen in the first coronal slice below. The target ROI is defined to restrict the bundle at the motor cortex.
Genu : The source ROI is in the anterior part of the Corpus Callosum (second axial slice below) and the target is to mark the ends of genu at the prefrontal cortex.
Splenium : The source ROI marks the posterior part of Corpus Callosum and the target marks the ends in the somatosensory cortical region (third axial slice).
The fourth sagittal slice shows all the three source ROIs together.
Anterior Limb of Internal Capsule Tract (Left and Right) -ALIC
There is a single source ROI which is placed in the anterior limb of the Internal Capsule bundle. The tracts mostly seem to go towards the frontal lobe.
Posterior Limb of Internal Capsule Tract (Left and Right) -PLIC
There is a single source ROI which is placed in the posterior limb of the Internal Capsule bundle. The tracts mostly seem to go towards the occipital lobe (continued on next page) The The source source ROI ROI is is placed placed below below the the thala thalamus, us, at at the the base base of of the larger the larger Internal Internal Capsule Capsule bundle. bundle. The The target target ROI li limits its it it to to fiber fiber tracts tracts also also pass passing ing through through the the motor otor cortex cortex and and mostly ostly following the superior-inferior pathway.
following the superior-inferior pathway.
Sensory Tract (Left and Right) Sensory Tract (Left and Right)
Like the Motor tract, the source ROI is placed below the thalamus, at the base of the larger Internal Capsule Like the Motor tract, the source ROI is placed below the thalamus, at the base of the larger Internal Capsule bundle. bundle. The The target target ROI ROI li limits its it it to to tracts tracts passing passing through through the the so somatosensory tosensory cortical region cortical region and and also also mostly ostly following following the the superior-inferior superior-inferior pathway. pathway. The The sensory sensory tract tract displays displays a co a compound of thala pound of thalamocortical tract and corticopontine ocortical tract and corticopontine tract tract from from the the postcentral postcentral gyrus. gyrus.
Uncinate Fasciculus Tract (Left and Right)
The source ROI is placed in the prefrontal cortical region of the frontal lobe and the target ROI is in the temporal lobe, close to the hippocampus and amygdala. This makes the uncinate tract connect regions in the frontal and temporal lobes.
Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus Tract (Left and Right) -ILF
The source ROI is placed in the temporal lobe and the target ROI is in the occipital lobe, such that the tract runs connecting the two ROIs. The source ROI is placed at the white matter beneath the temporoparietal junction. There are three target ROIs, the first is positioned in the frontal cortex, and the second and third placed in the temporal lobe. The three target ROIs give three sub-pathways within arcuate. The first is named Arcuate-Superior arcuate, which provides connections from the temporoparietal junction to the frontal cortex and runs superior to the other two. The second is Arcuate-InferiorTemporal tract, which connects the temporal lobe and rises up towards the junction and then towards the frontal region. The third is Arcuate-Superior-Temporal tract, which also runs from the temporal lobe and rises upwards to turn towards the frontal lobe. The second and third lie in an inferior and superior position with respect to each other and hence the names.
